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Abstract 

 The study of clothing in Pakistan as a cultural aspect of Archaeological findings was 

given the least attention in the previous decades. The present research is a preliminary work 

on tracing the tradition of sartorial art in the Indo-Pak Sub-Continent. Once the concept of 

the use of untailored and minimal drape, and unfamiliarity with the art of tailoring in the 

ancient Indus and Pre Indus societies firmly established on the bases of early evidences, no 

further investigation was undertaken to trace the history of tailored clothing in remote 

antiquity. Generally, the history of tailored clothing in Indo-Pak Sub-Continent is taken to 

have been with the arrival of Central Asian nations such as Scythians, Parthians and Kushans 

from 2nd century BC and onward. But the present work stretches this history back to the time 

of pre-Indus cultures and to the Indus Valley Civilization. Besides Mehrgarh, Mohenjo-Daro 

and Harappa, many newly exposed proto historic sites such as Mehi, Kulli, Nausharo, 

Kalibangan, Dholavira, Bhirrana, Banawali etc. have yielded a good corpus of researchable 

material, but unfortunately this data wasn’t exploited to throw light on the historical 

background of tailored clothing in the Indo-Pak Sub-Continent. Though we have scanty 

evidences from the Indus and Pre-Indus sites, but these are sufficient to reopen the discussion 

on the said topic. 

Keywords: Indus, Mehrgarh, Dholavira, Kulli, Mehi, Kalibangan, Harappa, Mohenjao-

Daro, Clothing, Tailoring.  
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Introduction 

The traced history of clothing in India and Pakistan goes back to the 7
th

 millennium BC.

The Neolithic site of Mehrgarh (7000-2500 BC) in Baluchistan (Pakistan) furnished us with the 

earliest evidences of clothing. A charred cotton seed, bone needles, burins, terracotta and ivory 

buttons, thong stretching tools and impression of red and black textile on the pelvis bone of a 

skeleton are evidences of the flourishing clothing and dyeing industries dated to the Neolithic 

period. The actual cotton seed recovered from the same site, dated to 5500 BC, strengthens the 

belief of its domestication for food and for obtaining clothing fibre. Along with cotton, wool was 

serving the same purpose (Jarrige, 1995; Kenoyer, 2004: 18-31; Mithen, 2006: 412). 

Although historians associate the history of tailored garments in India and Pakistan with 

the advent of Central Asian and Iranian nations in the 6
th

 century BC and onward (Ayyar, 1987:

170). But there are several archaeological evidences that antedate this claim by thousands of 

years. From the very beginning till the post-Harappan times, the Indus plains were inhabited by 

multiethnic groups of people. The remains of horse and camel and figurines of horses and riders 

from Pirak
1
  indicate the entry of a new ethnic group in the historical scenario of Baluchistan as

these animals were domesticated in Turkmenia and part of Central Asia (Ahmed, 2014: 22, 23). 

This biological and ethnic diversity is evident from the archaeological findings and the analysis 

of human skeletons of the ancient people of the region. 

The cultural connections between Baluchistan, Iran and Central Asia were well 

established long before the rise of the Indus Valley Civilization and Gandhāra Civilization. 

Mundigak was the major route through central Baluchistan connecting Turkmenia and Iranian 

1
 Carbon dating provided 1370-1340BC the proposed date for the second period of Pirak from where the horse and 

camel bones, figurines of horse, camel and riders are recovered. 
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plateau with the Indus plains (McIntosh, 2008: 59, 81; Cortesi et al. 2008: 5-35). Cultural 

exchange brought about by migration and trade is reflected in their every walk of life. Quetta 

ware and its decorative motifs indicate its origin in Central Asia from where they travelled to 

Baluchistan through Afghanistan (Ahmed, 2014: 112). Mehrgarh is situated on an important 

ancient route, Bolan Pass connecting the Indus Valley with southern Afghanistan, Central Asia 

and the Iranian plateau. The extensive overland and maritime trade connections between the 

above-mentioned regions have been proved by the discovery of cultural objects in the Indus 

valley sites and the vice versa (Singh, 2008: 167-170).   

Genetic research provided more support to the affinity between the populations of these 

regions.  It was the outcome of human migrations between these distant regions that developed a 

complex cultural pattern in the pre-Indus and Indus Valley societies. The similarity of skeletons, 

cereals, pottery, beads and other findings established a close kinship among these regions 

(McIntosh, 2008: 59, 81). This transfusion of cultural affinity and multi-ethnicity is strongly 

observable in the pottery, seals, dress, headgears, jewellery and hair styles of the figurines and 

other archaeological artifacts recovered from various sites of the pre-Indus and Indus sites.  

Discussion 

About the ancient clothing of Indo-Pak Sub-Continent, the common prevailing concept is 

the untailored pieces of rectangular garments draped around the mid body, leaving upper bodies 

bare or completely naked (Davis, 2017: 78, fig. 4.L; Uesugi, 2017: 128,129, fig. 206, 207, 208).  

The concept developed after the early discovery of few anthropomorphic sculptures, bulk of 

seals with the depiction of human figures, and a corpus of terracotta figurines naked or clothed in 

minimal drapes and jewellery, from Pre Indus and Indus sites (Marshall, 1931: Pl. XCIV, XCV; 
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Fairservis, 1971: 282, 283, fig. 50, 51, 52). The absence of clothing on the body of celebrated 

bronze sculpture of the dancing girl, nude and scantily clad human figurines and figures on pot 

sherds and seals helped in building the concept of untailored minimal clothing. These scantily 

clad or naked female figurines are noticed in bejewelled girdles encircling their waist, necks 

laden with a series of chokers and necklaces, number of bangles and armlets adorning their arms, 

and heads covered in a variety of elaborate headdresses or elegant hairdo. Often the abundance 

of jewellery as sole covering substituted the minimal clothing (Kenoyer, 1991: 95, fig. 7).  Not a 

single figurine is witnessed covered completely in sufficient clothes. Figurines from Mehrgarh 

are the earliest examples of clothing. Indus sites revealed a large number of figurines and seals 

along with few sculptures, almost all deprived of ample or tailored garments.  

The statue of priest king and seated male figures from Mohenjo-Daro are among the 

unique cases to display male figures draping shawl diagonally around the upper body (Kenoyer, 

1998: 215, 216, cat. No, 118, 119). Slightly different in draping style is a terracotta figurine from 

Gandi Umer Khan (Fig. 1) probably of a woman(?), wearing double choker in her neck while her 

upper body represented with curvilinear folds that might be drapery folds as in the later 

Gandhāra art the folds of saṃghāti over the torso are presented in the same manners. Though this 

is also among the rare examples in which the upper body is covered but to some extent it 

conveys a variation of draping fashion. 

Some artifacts from the Indus sites in the form of figurines, seals, terracotta cakes, tablets 

and painting or graffiti on pottery show striking examples of tailored garments i.e. tunic, frock, 

trouser and kaftan. 

A seal from Mehrgarh (Period III, 4800-3500BC) depicts a male figure surrounded by 

animals (Fig. 2). The shadowy image gives idea of a man dressed in short tunic having a vent at 
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front. However, a pot sherd from the same site (dated to 4300-3800BC and 4000BC) and a pot 

sherd with similar painting from Anjira III, and from Sohr Damb Nal bearing a row of three 

dancing girls clad in knee length frocks and holding each other’s hands, more clearly 

demonstrate the existence of tailored frocks (Figs. 3, 4, 5) (Asthana, 1985: 177, fig. 3.36; Franke, 

2016: 186, Fig. 24; Ahmad, 2014: 395).  

Kulli in southern Baluchistan revealed distinctive type of female figurines (Possehl, 

2002: 118-120). Female figurines from Kulli (dated between 2600-1800 BC) display elaborate 

idea of female clothing more akin to the near eastern and Iranian traditions (Asthana, 1985: 129, 

fig: 3.18). Apparently, they seem wearing sewn long and flowing robes with full sleeves 

(although their long robes are descried as pedestal, but it seems like long robes are formed in 

pedestal). Their arm akimbo and folds of the garment formed by akimbo posture are depicted in 

creases around the upper arm, elbow and wrist, while around the wrist; part of the palm is 

concealed in the folds in the manners of the long sleeves slipped down to the wrist. Some ladies 

have their robe ornamented with disk like ornament, one on either shoulders and one in the 

middle of their chest while one figure shows the same ornamentation of three disks aligned in a 

vertical line from the centre of the neck down to the mid chest. The variation in the deposition of 

disk ornamentation is noticed on the cloths of all figurines from Kulli and Mehi.  Over the robe 

they are wearing single, double or three chokers with central pendant, long necklaces of single or 

multi strands with a round disk or flower shaped pendant in the centre and elaborated 

headdresses over their heads completing their lavish outfit. Disk ornamentation is also 

observable around the neck of some figurines (Figs. 6, 7). Disk ornamentation is still fashioned 

in Afghanistan and by the nomadic peoples of Central Asia. C. Jarrige described the Kulli 

figurine to have originated in southern Turkmenia or western Asia. Kulli type figurines are 
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reported from other sites as well, viz., Mehi, Amri, Nindowari, Siah Damb etc. (Shudai et al. 

2015: 1-29). 

Similar to the robed female figurines of Kulli
2
  are the female figurines and a metal (bronze or 

copper?) mirror with a handle in the shape of a standing lady which hailed from Mehi (dated 

between 2600-1800 BC) (Possehl, 1986: 48, 118-121, figs. II.1.2.a, III.6.16, III.11.4, III.12, 

1.3.4.a, III.1.7). Their hands akimbo and   wearing long sleeved flowing robes (Figs. 8, 9, 10, 

11). Dress and ornamentation of female figurines have close affinity with Kulli figurines. Metal 

mirror with a handle in the form of a standing female swathed in a long robe like Mesopotamian 

females is conceived in the same manners. Identical in style, a mirror handle is also reported 

from Sapalli tepe in Uzbekistan (Ghosh, 1990: 347).  

Seals and stone stela from Banawali, Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa show close similarity 

of clothing (Renfrew et al. 2014: fig. 1.25.7.d; Ahmed, 2014: 189, 190; Mahadevan, 1977: 190; 

Bisht, 1987: 135-156, pl. 27; Ushanas, 2013:143; Misra, 2017: fig. 1).   A seal from Banawali
3
 

(2300-1700 BC) carved with the scene of bull  and human figures  in combat, show the human 

figures in hip length tunics while  female figure in stone stela from Banawali (Period II, 2300-

1700BC) is dressed in a similar kind of  short flared tunic with irregular hem (Figs. 12, 13). Most 

probably these are female figures as similar kind of knee length short tunic is evidently worn by 

seven standing figures in a row on a square seal from Mohenjo-Daro (2800-1800BC) and on a 

rectangular seal from Harappa, while a similar kind of tunic is apparently worn by a deity 

standing under a vault on a tablet from Harappa (Figs. 14, 15, 16).  The graffiti on a potsherd 

from Bhirrana display a standing girl with striking similarity in posture with the celebrated naked 

                                                      
2
 Kulli, a prehistoric site, discovered in Southern Baluchistan is explored and excavated by Aural Stein.  

3
 Banawali is located 15 km n.-w. of Fatehabad, on the left bank of dried up bed of the Saraswati. The excavation at 

Banawali was undertaken by R.S. Bisht on behalf of the Dept of Archaeology, Haryana during 1974 to 1977, and 

later on by ASI revealing three Periods. 
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dancing girl statue from Harappan site. Her upper body is depicted with horizonal incised lines 

and lower garment probably dhoti with slanting lines though the exact form of upper and lower 

garment can’t be determined but the indication shows the presence of clothes (Fig.17) 

(Mahadevan, 2011: 19, 20).   

A terracotta cake from Kalibangan (period I, 2800-2600BC) is incised with the depiction 

of a horned deity and below it a man dragging a beast from neck with rope or clasp (Joshi et al. 

1994: 11, plate VII).  Broad upper body of horned deity is defined by crisscross incised lines 

probably representing upper garment. The other broken piece of the same object is incised with 

more interesting depiction of a male figure dressed in knee length tunic and a loose trouser that 

resembles the shalwar 
4
(Fig. 18). Till present day, the Irani culture of loose trouser, loose belted 

tunic and turban is followed by the Balochi people (Dashti, 2012: 141).  

A terracotta tablet from the Mature Harappan period of Dholavira (dated Stage IV, 2200–

2000 BCE) is most interesting example in this perspective (Fig. 19). One face of the tablet shows 

a standing man dressed in long ankle length kaftan and boots with upward turned toes. Long 

kaftan is indicating a discernable opening at lower hem in front. Man in elegant dress is holding 

in his right hand the hand of a composite human figure bent in front of him  while  left hand is 

raised upward in the action of slaying or hitting the bent creature (Parpola, 2013: 61, fig. 16; 

Bisht, 2015: 64, figs. 8.31, 8.32). A kaftan and shoes with up turned toe are probably the only 

example of the royal dress of Kuṣāṇa that appeared on the terracotta tablet from Dholavira long 

before the advent of Kuṣāṇa rule in Indo-Pak.  

                                                      
4
 Shalwar is a kind of pair of loose trouser narrowing at the ankles by assembling the gathers in narrow foot cuff or 

narrow strap. The gathered cuff of the trouser is known as paincha in local dialect. It is secured with a cord locally 

called partoghakh, naṛa or azarband.  It is still worn in Pakistan, India and Afghanistan. 
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Figure of Pashupati on a famous seal from Mohenjodarao is debatable in his appearance 

(Fig. 20) (Mekota, 2014). Previously the figure was described as a nude and wearing number of 

necklaces in his neck hanging in V shape curves over his chest, and his either arms described as 

full of bangles from wrist to shoulder’ joint like fashioned by the females of Thar. The keen 

observation creates the ambiguity about the already accepted description of his appearance. The 

kind of V shaped lines on his chest can be drapery folds. Such kind of folds are depicted as 

drapery folds in Gandhāra art. Secondly the narrow belt/cord  is tied around the stomach, not at 

the waist line,  and its loops hanging in front also indicating its usage for securing the upper 

garment around the waist we see commonly in the Central Asian garb represented in Gandhāra 

Art. Third point is his arm  adorned with two types of lines, one kind of lines are smooth stick to 

arms while second type of lines are single projected  lines and depicted one at wrist, second just 

above the elbow and third just below the shoulder joint. These projected lines are straight in arm 

while the flattened ones are aslant. What inference we can draw from this depiction? Whether the 

flattened and aslant are the folds of ruched sleeves and the projected one are the bangles worn 

over it? Comparable in contrast to it are figures showing number of bangles in projected spikes 

form (Kenoyer, 1998: 113,115, fig. 6.19,  6.25.c.). V shaped lines on torso, narrow belts around 

waist and arms with oblique and straight horizontal lines, all resembling more closely to the 

ruched sleeves belted garments represented in Gandhāra Art.  

Figurines from Nausharo (dated between 2600-2500 BC) are wearing belted trousers with 

folded foot cuffs and two disks on either side of the chest which were previously described as 

nipples (Fig. 21, 22) (Kenoyer, 1998: 186, 187. Cat. No. 3, 4, 5; Jarrige, 2008: 163. fig. 17, ID 

b1, b2, b3-right).  A careful analysis shows it more like a round bib or chest armour hanging over 

the chest with two disks on its either sides and a loop or pendant hanging from the centre 
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probably meant for attaching the armour or bib like curved piece to trouser. The presentation of 

garment is unique as the bulk of the figurines found from Indus sites are nude or semi clad 

draped only in a short dhoti or long skirt like dhoti around the waist (Fig. 23). 

Conclusion   

All these examples betray the introduction of tailored garment in association with the 

advent of foreign nations from Iran, and the Scythians, Parthians and Kuṣāṇa from Central Asia 

who came between 6
th

 century BC to 2
nd

 century CE, which is a more recent period as compared 

to Mehrgarh in Baluchistan.  

The previous researches and studies based on early evidences are not in accord with the 

new discoveries from more Indus Valley Civilization sites. The tailoring was done probably on 

limited scale, or might not be favoured due to its technical cutting and stitching. However, the 

draping was a more common way of clothing. Evidences from Baluchistan and Indus sites and 

similarity of tailored clothes with Central Asian and Irani culture is an undeniable  outcome of 

this cultural exchange which happened through long-term trade and cultural relations with 

Central Asia and Iran.  
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Figure 1: Terracotta figurine from Gandi Umer khan. 

Courtesy: Zakirullah Jan, PhD Dissertation, Unpublished 

2008 

Figure 2: Cylindrical seal from Mehrgarh. Curtesy: After 

“Mehrgarh: Field Reports 1974-1985, from Neolithic 

Times to the Indus Civilization. Balochistan” by Jarrige, 

C. 412, fig.8.34. a 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3: A potsherd with painting from Anjira III. 

Curtesy: After “Ancient Pakistan - An Archaeological 

History: Volume II: A Prelude to Civilization” by 

Mukhtar Ahmad. Pg. 395 

Figure 4:  A potsherd with painting from Mehrgarh. 

Curtesy: After “Mehrgarh: Field Reports 1974-1985, 

from Neolithic Times to the Indus Civilization. 

Balochistan” by Jarrige, C. Pg. 393, Fig. 8.15.b 
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Figure 5: Pot sherds with a row of dancing girls. Courtesy: After “Prehistoric Balochistan: Cultural Developments in 

an Arid Region” by Ute Franke, Pg. 186, Fig. 24 Sohr Damb/Nal 

 
  

Figure 6: Terracotta female  figurine from Kulli. 

Courtesy: After “Ancient Pakistan - an Archaeological 

History:VOL.II:A Prelude to Civilization” by Mukhtar 

Ahmad , Pg. 449 

Figure 7: Terracotta female figurine from Kulli. 

Courtesy: After “Ancient Pakistan - an Archaeological 

History:VOL.II:A Prelude to Civilization” by Mukhtar 

Ahmad , Pg. 449 

  

Figure 8: Terracotta female figurine from Mehi. 

Courtesy: After “Kulli An exploration of Ancient 

Civilization in Asia” By Possehl, G. L, Mehi III.5.3. 

Figure 9: Terracotta female figurine from Mehi. 

Courtesy: After “Kulli An exploration of Ancient 

Civilization in Asia” By Possehl, G. L, Mehi 1.3.4.a. 
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Figure 10: Terracotta female figurine from Mehi. 

Courtesy: After “Kulli An exploration of Ancient 

Civilization in Asia” By Possehl, G. L, Mehi III.12. 

Figure 11: A copper/Bronze mirror handle from Mehi. 

Courtesy: After “Kulli An exploration of Ancient 

Civilization in Asia” By Possehl, G. L, Mehi II.1.2.a. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Seal from Banawali. Courtesy: After “The 

Indus Script. Text, Concordance And Tables” by  

Iravathan Mahadevan, Pg. 348, B-26 A 

Figure 13:   Stone stela from Banawali. Courtesy: After 

“The Indus Script. Text, Concordance And Tables” by  

Iravathan Mahadevan, Pg. 348, B-26 A 
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Figure 14: Steatite seal from Mohenjodaro.  

Courtesy: After https://www.harappa.com/indus/34.html (retrieved 06/01/2020) 

  

Figure 15: A seal from Harappa. Courtesy: After “The 

Indus Script. Text, Concordance and Tables” by  

Iravathan Mahadevan. Pg. 190, H-97 A 

Figure 16: A seal from Harappa. Courtesy: After “The 

Indus Script. Text, Concordance and Tables” by  

Iravathan Mahadevan. Pg. 209, H-179B 
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Figure 17: Pot sherd from Bhirrana. Courtest: 

https://frontline.thehindu.com/static/html/fl2502/stories/2

0080201504012900.htm (Retrieved 06/01/2020) 

Figure 18: Terracotta cake from Kalibangan “The Indus 

Script. Text, Concordance And Tables” by Iravathan 

Mahadevan. Pg.324 K-119A, K-119 B 

 

Figure 19: Terracotta tablet from Dholavira, Courtesy “Excavations at Dholavira 1989-2005” by R.S Bisht. Pg. 62, fig. 

8.31, 8.32 
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                       Figure 20: Seal with Seated Pashupati, Courtesy: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pashupati_seal#/media/File:Shiva_Pashupati.jpg 
 

 

Figure 21: Terracotta Figurines from Nausharo. Courtesy https://humanjourney.us/ideas-that-shaped-our-modern-

world-section/early-civilizations-harappa/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pashupati_seal#/media/File:Shiva_Pashupati.jpg
https://humanjourney.us/ideas-that-shaped-our-modern-world-section/early-civilizations-harappa/
https://humanjourney.us/ideas-that-shaped-our-modern-world-section/early-civilizations-harappa/
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Figure 22:  Terracotta Figurines from Nausharo. 

 

 

Figure 23: Seal from Kalibangan. Courtesy after “The Indus Script. Text, Concordance and Tables” by  Iravathan 

Mahadevan. Pg.311, K-65a 

 


